
Technocracy’s Agenda Is Evil And Must Be Rejected

Description

As more writers call out Technocracy’s agenda as twisted and evil, the world has a chance to reject it
outright as Americans did during the 1940s. Those Americans recognized that Technocracy would
destroy our economic and social systems. Today, however Technocracy is global and not limited to
just North America. ? TN Editor

In recent weeks I’ve been seeing an interesting narrative fallacy being sold to the general public when
it comes to the designs of globalists. The mainstream media and others are now openly
suggesting that it’s actually okay to be opposed to certain aspects of groups like the World Economic
Forum. They give you permission to be concerned, just don’t dare call it conspiracy.

This propaganda is a deviation from the abject denials we’re accustomed to hearing in the Liberty
Movement for the past decade or more. We have all been confronted with the usual cognitive
dissonance – The claims that globalist groups “just sit around talking about boring economic issues”
and nothing they do has any bearing on global politics or your everyday life. In some cases we were
even told that these groups of elites “don’t exist”.

Now, the media is admitting that yes, perhaps the globalists do have more than just a little influence
over governments, social policies and economic outcomes. But, what the mainstream doesn’t like is
the assertion that globalists have nefarious or authoritarian intentions. That’s just crazy tinfoil hat talk,
right?

The reason for the narrative shift is obvious. Far too many people witnessed the true globalist agenda
in action during the pandemic lockdowns and now they see the conspiracy for what it is. The globalists,
in turn, seem to have been shocked to discover many millions of people in opposition to the mandates
and the refusals to comply were clearly far greater than they expected. They are still trying to push
their brand of covid fear, but the cat is out of the bag now.

They failed to get what they wanted in the west, which was a perpetual Chinese-style medical tyranny
with vaccine passports as the norm. So, the globalist strategy has changed and they are seeking to
adapt. They admit to a certain level of influence, but they pretend as if they are benevolent or
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indifferent.

The response to this lie is relatively straightforward. I could point out how Klaus Schwab of the WEF
savored the thrill of the initial pandemic outbreak and declared that covid was the perfect
“opportunity” to initiate what the WEF calls the “Great Reset.”

I could also point out that Klaus Schwab’s vision of the Reset, what he calls the “4th Industrial
Revolution”, is a veritable nightmare world in which Artificial Intelligence runs everything, society is
condensed into digital enclaves called “smart cities” and people are oppressed by carbon taxation. I
could point out that the WEF actively supports the concept of the “Shared Economy” in which you will
“own nothing, have no privacy” and you will supposedly be happy about it, but only because you won’t
have any other choice.

What I really want to talk about, however, is the process by which the elites hope to achieve their
dystopian epoch, as well as the globalist mindset which lends itself to the horrors of technocracy. The
common naive assumption among skeptics of conspiracy is that the globalists are regular human
beings with the same drives and limited desires as the rest of us. They might have some power, but
world events are still random and certainly not controlled.

This is a fallacy. The globalists are not like us. They are not human. Or, I should say, they despise
humanity and seek to do away with it. And, because of this, they have entirely different aspirations
compared to the majority of us which include aspirations of dominance.

What we are dealing with here are not normal people with conscience, ethics or empathy. Their
behavior is much more akin to higher functioning psychopaths and sociopaths rather than the everyday
person on the street. We saw this on full display during the covid lockdowns and the vicious attempts
to enforce vaccine passports; their actions betray their long game.

Take a look at comments by New Zealand’s prime minister and WEF attendee, Jacinda Ardern, from a
year ago. She admits to the deliberate tactic of creating a two-tier class system within her own country
based on vaccination status. There is no remorse or guilt in her demeanor, she is proud of taking such
authoritarian actions despite numerous studies that prove the mandates are ineffective.

Beyond the covid response, though, I suggest people who deny globalist conspiracy take a deeper
dive into the philosophical roots of organizations like the WEF. Their entire ideology can be summed
up in a couple words – Futurism and godhood.

Futurism is an ideological movement which believes that all “new” innovations, social or technological,
should supplant the previous existing systems for the sake of progress. They believe that all old ways
of thinking, including notions of principles, heritage, religious belief systems, codes of conduct, etc. are
crutches holding humanity back from greatness.

But what is the greatness the futurists seek? As mentioned above, they want godhood. An era in which
the natural world and human will is enslaved by the hands of a select few. Case in point – The
following presentation from 2018 by WEF “guru” Yuval Harari on the future of humanity as the
globalists see it:

Harari’s conclusions are rooted in elitist biases and ignore numerous psychological and social realities,
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but we can set those aside for a moment and examine his basic premise that humanity as we know it
will no longer exist in the next century because of “digital evolution” and “human hacking.”

The foundation of the WEF vision is built on the idea that data is the new Holy Grail, the new conquest.
This is something I have written about extensively in the past (check out my article ‘Artificial 
Intelligence: A Secular Look At The Digital Antichrist’) but it is good to see it expressed with such
arrogance by someone like Harari because it is undeniable evidence – The globalists think they are
going to build a completely centralized economy and society based on human data rather than
production. In other words, YOU become the product. The average citizen, your thoughts and your
behaviors, become the stock in trade.

Globalists also believe that data is most valuable because it can be exploited to control people’s
behaviors, to hack the body and mind in order to create human puppets, or create super-beings. They
dream of becoming little gods with omnipotent knowledge. Yuval even proudly proclaims that intelligent
design will no longer be the realm of God in heaven, but of the new digitized man.

While Harari pays lip service to “democracy” vs “digital dictatorship”, he goes on to assert that
centralization may become the defacto system of governance. He says this not because he fears
dictatorship, but because that has always been the WEF’s intent. The globalist argues that
governments cannot be trusted to hold a monopoly on the digital wellspring and that someone needs
to step in to regulate data; but “who would do this?”, he asks.

He already knows the answer. The UN, a globalist edifice, has consistently said it should be the
governing body that takes control of AI and data regulation through UNESCO. That is to say, Harari is
playing coy, he knows that the people who will step in to control the data are people just like him.

At no point in Harari’s speech does he suggest that that any of these developments should be
obstructed or stopped. At no point does he offer the idea that the digitization of humanity is wrong and
that there are other better ways of living. He actually mocks the concept of “going back” to old ways;
only the future and the Tabula Rasa (blank slate) hold promise for the globalists, everything else is an
impediment to their designs.

But here’s the thing, what the globalists are trying to accomplish is a fantasy. People are not
algorithms, despite how much Harari would like them to be. People have habits, yes, but they are also
unpredictable and are prone to sudden awakenings and epiphanies in the moment of crisis.

Psychopaths tend to be robotic people, acting impulsively but also very predictably. They lack
imagination, intuition and foresight, and so it’s not surprising that organizations of psychopaths like the
WEF would place such an obsessive value on AI, algorithms and a cold technocratic evolution. They
don’t view their data Shangri-La as humanity’s future; they see it as THEIR future – The future of the
non-humans, or the anti-humans as it were.

Who will produce all the goods, services and necessities required in this brave new world? Well, all of
us peons, of course. Sure, the globalists will offer grand promises of a robot driven production
economy in which people no longer need to engage in menial labor, but this will be another lie. They’ll
still need people to plant the crops, maintain infrastructure, take care of manufacturing, do their fighting
for them, etc., they’ll just need less of us.
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At bottom, an economy built on data is an economy dependent on illusion.

Data is vaporous and oftentimes meaningless because it is subject to the biases of the interpreter.
Algorithms can also be programmed to the biases of the engineers. There is nothing inherently
objective about data – it is all dependent on the intentions of the people analyzing it.

For example, to use Harari’s anecdote of an algorithm that “knows you are gay” before you do; any
twisted group of people could simply write code for an algorithm that tells the majority of easily
manipulated kids that they are gay, even when they are not. And, if you are gullible enough to believe
the algorithm is infallible, then you could be led to believe that numerous falsehoods are true and be
convinced to behave against your nature. You have allowed a biased digital phantom to dictate your
identity, and have made yourself “hackable.”

In the meantime, the elitists entertain delusions of surpassing their mortal limitations by “hacking” the
human body, as well as reading the minds of the masses and predicting the future based on data
trends. This is an obsession which ignores the unpredictable wages of the human soul, that very
element of conscience and of imagination which psychopaths lack. It’s something that cannot be
hacked.

The legitimacy of the data based system and the hacking of humanity that the WEF aspires to is less
important than what the masses can be convinced of. If the average person can be persuaded to
implant their cell phone in their skull in the near future, then yes, humanity might become hackable in a
rudimentary way.

The algorithms then supplant conscience, empathy and principles.  And, without these things all
morality becomes relative by default.  Evil becomes good, and good becomes evil.

By the same token, if humanity can be persuaded to set down their cell phones and live a less tech
focused life, then the digital empire of the globalists comes crashing down quite easily. There is no
system the elites can impose that would make their digital consciousness a reality without the consent
of the public at large.

Without a vast global framework in which people willingly embrace the algorithms rather than their own
experience and intuitions, the globalist religion of total centralization dies. The first step is to accept
that the conspiracy does indeed exist. The second step is to accept that the conspiracy is malicious
and destructive. The third step is to refuse to comply, by whatever means necessary.

By Brandon Smith
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